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On the modeling and solution algorithm for the reverse
logistics recycling ﬂow equilibrium problem
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Abstract
This paper presents a study that characterizes, formulates, and solves the reverse logistic recycling ﬂow equilibrium
(RLRFE) problem. The RLRFE problem is concerned with the recycling channel in which recyclable collectors, processors, landﬁlls, and demand markets form a multi-tiered network to process the recycled material ﬂows from sources destined either for landﬁlls or demand markets. Motivated by a government policy making or enterprise conglomerate
recycling system design and operation needs, the RLRFE problem is elaborated from a system-optimal perspective using
the variational inequality (VI) approach. For each origin–destination (OD) pair, the corresponding equilibrium conditions
are established as a variation of the Wardrop second principle. In light of demand and cost function interactions, a nested
diagonalization solution (ND) algorithm is proposed that gradually transforms the RLRFE problem into a traﬃc assignment model. To address multiple landﬁlls in the recycling network and to understand how a variable-demand problem can
be analyzed as a ﬁxed-demand problem, we propose a supernetwork representation of the RLRFE problem. A numerical
analysis on a test case illustrates the model formulation and the proposed algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Reverse logistics includes all the logistics processes associated with a product/service after the point of sale,
with the goals to either maximize value at the end of the goods’ original useful life, to satisfy regulatory
requirements, or to fulﬁll ‘‘green logistics’’ while maintaining ﬁnancial viability for agents in this logistics process. Types of activity common with reverse logistics includes: logistics, warehousing, repair, refurbishment,
recycling, e-waste, after market call center support, reverse fulﬁllment, ﬁeld service and several others. The
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Notations
any link in the reverse supply chain network, a 2 {ri, i, ij, j, js, (r, jSj + 1), (i, jSj + 1), (j, jSj + 1)}
unit cost function faced by source r for transaction between source r and collector i
unit cost function faced by collector i for transaction between source r and collector i
unit recycling cost associated with collector i
unit cost function faced by collector i for transaction between collector i and processor j
unit cost function faced by processor j for transaction between collector i and processor j
unit processing cost function associated with processor j
unit cost function faced by processor j for transaction between processor j and demand market s
unit cost function faced by demand market s for transaction between processor j and demand
market s
^cri;1
marginal cost function faced by source r for transaction between source r and collector i
^cri;2
marginal cost function faced by collector i for transaction between source r and collector i
^ci
marginal recycling cost associated with collector i
^cij;1
marginal cost function faced by collector i for transaction between collector i and processor j
^cij;2
marginal cost function faced by processor j for transaction between collector i and processor j
^cj
marginal processing cost function associated with processor j
^cjs;1
marginal cost function faced by processor j for transaction between processor j and demand
market s
~cKs
cost
associated with route p from super-origin K to demand market s
p
ds(q)
the demand function in market s
ga
amount of processed/semi-processed waste ﬂow on link a (subproblem)
i
collector designation, i 2 I, I = {1, 2, . . ., i, . . ., jIj}
j
processor designation, j 2 J, J = {1, 2, . . ., j, . . ., jJj}
K
super-origin designation
p
route designation
qa
amount of processed/semi-processed waste ﬂow on link a
qKs
total amount of product shipped from super-origin K to demand market s
Q
amount of processed/semi-processed waste transaction between each pair of tiers,
Q = {qri, qi, qij, qj, qjs, qr,jSj + 1, qi,jSj + 1, qj,jSj + 1}
ðQ n 
qa ; qa Þ processed/semi-processed waste ﬂows Q in the network are temporarily ﬁxed at a certain
level, except for the subject product ﬂow qa
r
source designation, r 2 R, R = {1, 2, . . ., r, . . ., jRj}
s
demand market designation, s 2 S, S = {1, 2, . . ., s, . . ., jSj}
jSj + 1 landﬁll designation
ba
conversion factor associated with link a
k
step size
r;jSjþ1 ﬁxed price associated with disposing one unit of the waste in the landﬁll for source r
q
i;jSjþ1 ﬁxed price associated with disposing one unit of the waste in the landﬁll for collector i
q
j;jSjþ1 ﬁxed price associated with disposing one unit of the waste in the landﬁll for processor j
q
qs
processed waste price in demand market s
s ; qs Þ processed waste prices q in all demand markets temporarily being ﬁxed at a certain level
ð
qnq
except for subject demand market s
X
feasible region of the original VI problem
Xd
feasible region of the diagonalized VI subproblem, associated with diagonalized demand functions
a
cri,1
cri,2
ci
cij,1
cij,2
cj
cjs,1
cjs,2

entire reverse logistic process can be as complex as the forward logistics since it can be characterized by broad
deﬁnitions and conﬁgurations. Several recent studies address the system conﬁguration and operations

